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REFERENCE   NAME  John   Varady  

TITLE  Senior   Developer  ORGANIZATION  Weblinc   &   Brand   Value   Accelerator  

  RELATIONSHIP  Indispensable   mentor   and   code   reviewer.   CONTACT  jvarady@weblinc.com  
(215)   429-6734  

 

REFERENCE   NAME  Mark   Platt  

TITLE  Senior   Developer,   Program   Manager  ORGANIZATION  Weblinc  

RELATIONSHIP  Direct   manager   and   scoping   guru.  CONTACT  Mark@mrkplt.com  
(610)   306-2300  

 

REFERENCE   NAME  Jess   Craig  

TITLE  Product   Owner,   Project   Manager  ORGANIZATION  Weblinc   &   Brand   Value   Accelerator  

RELATIONSHIP  Teammate,   In   charge   of   reporting   to   clients.  CONTACT  
jessica.malia.craig@gmail.com  
(443)   880-4163  

QUOTE  

 
"Over   the   past   few   years,   I've   worked   with   Diane   across   many   projects   and   it’s   always   been   a   pleasure.   She   is   an   excellent,  
detail   oriented,   programmer   with   a   vast   and   thorough   knowledge   of   our   highly   technical,   api   integrated   projects.   I   would  
be   lost   without   her-   seriously.   I   recommend   her   on   any   project   that   requires   the   very   best   in   software   development.   On  
account   of   her   mature   approach   to   her   responsibilities,   I   often   think   of   Diane   as   a   professional   I   can   always   rely   upon   to   get  
the   job   done.   She   is   a   dream   with   clients   and   can   explain   very   complicated   concepts   in   a   way   that   they   understand.   I   wish  
more   developers   were   like   Diane."  
 

 

REFERENCE   NAME  Keith   McMillen   

TITLE  Company   Owner,   Product   Architect  ORGANIZATION  Keith   McMillen   Instruments  

RELATIONSHIP  Direct   manager   and   product   architect.  CONTACT  keith@keithmcmillen.com  
(510)   502-5310  

QUOTE  

 
"I   worked   with   Diane   for   4   years   and   trusted   her   with   significant   and   demanding   programming   work   where   she   performed  
brilliantly.   Diane   is   very   self   motivated   and   a   great   team   player.   Many   of   the   essential   product   deliverables   were   spec'ed,  
architected   and   coded   by   her   providing   great   advantage   with   minimal   supervision.   
 
She   is   facile   in   many   languages   on   Windows   and   MacOS.   And   she   documents   well   so   others   can   pickup   and   understand   her  
code.   Her   ability   to   step   back   from   her   programming   and   view   the   project   as   a   user   gives   her   a   perspective   that   catches  
numerous   missteps   before   projects   hit   testing.   
 
She   is   a   great   addition   to   any   team   or   quite   capable   of   completing   projects   on   time   completely   on   her   own.   Diane's   work  
ethic   is   second   to   none."  
 

 

REFERENCE   NAME  Michael   Kaiser-Nyman  

TITLE  Company   Owner  ORGANIZATION  Epicodus   Coding   Bootcamp  

RELATIONSHIP  Direct   manager   and   curriculum   reviewer.  CONTACT  michael@epicodus.com  

QUOTE  
"Diane   worked   for   me   at   Epicodus.   She   was   loved   by   her   students,   contributed   great   new   ideas   for   how   to   improve   our  
classroom   format,   and   fearlessly   learned   new   technologies   on   the   job   to   expand   our   curriculum."  


